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Who are creative influencers?



Creative influencers

• Authors
• Musicians
• Fashion bloggers
• Photographers
• Social media influencers
• Entrepreneurs
• DJs



4 Step Strategy

1. Perform Market research on target market
2. Get to know the current status about 

mobile application market in the USA
3. Study trends 
4. Look for strategic alliance with USA 

technologies or developers
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One or two entities come together to pool 
their resources to promote and sell a product 
or service.

Alliance Marketing
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Create an amazing portfolio

Make sure to provide an appealing portfolio 
that has web links, screenshots, referrals 
and mock up examples.

Design a pre-written questionnaire that you
can send to new clients instantly to shorten
communication barriers



How to get clients in the west

» Resources:
» www.Clarity.fm
» www.LinkedIN.com
» www.Freelancer.com
» Google Ads
» Facebook Ads that is niche to a specific 

city ( Atlanta, Seattle, Chicago)
» Stand out and stand alone when it comes 

to small business clients
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http://www.Clarity.fm
http://www.LinkedIN.com
http://www.Freelancer.com


Landing Page
» Create a well written landing page with 

portfolio examples that can be downloaded
» Make sure the visitor can sign up so that 

you can follow up with a consultation
» All questions should be answered on the 

landing page
» Use good photos and avoid “geek” 

terminology
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» 5-7 day email course that you can 
automate once someone signs up



Samples

» Provide a trial run for one specific thing
» Prototype mock up
» Resolve a current challenge that the client 

is facing via website or mobile app bug
» When it comes to building a long term 

relationship it requires trust, 
communication and results
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One equals many

» In the west, if the client is satisfied they will 
refer and recommend to others 

» Some will outsource more work rather than 
make a direct introduction
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Break it down

Help the client learn the process and the 
timing it takes for each tasks so that 
expectations are realistic

Use tools like Trello so that you train the 
client “how” to communicate with you to 
avoid language barriers and back and forth 
email that can get lost in inbox
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Help influencers manage their contacts and 
organize their database so that they can 
optimize it better and make profits

Many do not know exactly what they want 
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Give the client their own list of tasks

Let them know that you can coach them 
through the process to underwent “how” the 
technology works

Create your own 1 pager - glossary with 
definitions of the words/technology you will 
be using

Make it FUN
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Examples
Superphone:
Musicians are using SMS API’s to build 
direct customer relationships 
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Confident
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www.Alvin.Superphone.io
Add yourself 

Text me +1 615.645.3889 
SMS  India
and you will receive a free 
ebook

http://www.Alvin.Superphone.io



